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source, relay and destination. We consider an alternative apextremes. In this paper, we provide rigorous analysis for proach, focusing on maximizing coverage for a given rate. This novel perspective enables treatment of the relay location as a all possble locations of the relay. design parameter, producing an extra degree of freedom that
3) The discussion of [5] is limited to a single destination, may be optimized. Focusing on coverage, we evaluate existing at a fixed distance from the source, and to a relay that approaches, like decode and forward (DF), compress and forward is located on the line segment connecting the source to (CF) and compare them with upper bounds. In the process, the destination. Our discussion is completely general.
we obtain some surprising insights on the performance of these approaches.
We begin in Sec. II by providing some background, the I. INTRODUCTION channel model and by formally defining the concept of covRelay channels have recently attracted significant attention erage. In Sec. III we compare the coverage regions of CF as a model for ad-hoc networks [6] . These channels model and DF, for given locations of the relay. In Sec IV we extend problems where one or more relays help a pair of terminals the discussion to the the case that the relay location may be communicate. The channel model was first considered by selected independently for each scheme. In Sec. In Sec. V we van der Meulen [1] , [2] , [3] and further studied in a ground extend the discussion of Sec. III to additional channel models. breaking work by Cover and El Gamal [4] . Although the Sec. VI concludes the paper. capacity region for the channel is still unknown, the results of [4] include two achievable coding strategies which were subsequently named decode-and-forward (DF) and compress-II. BACKGROUND and-forward (CF). The Gaussian relay channel was examined by Kramer et al. [5] and H0st-Madsen and Zhang [7] .
Ka distinctive propert of the existisng resultsihng the literaWe begin in this chapter with a simple model for the relay A i s t h a ctihey allrconserty the lassitinformltsion-theolieretic er channel. In this model, nodes are assumed to be full-duplex. is that they all consider the classichiealrateor-gieocations Furthermore, the signal attenuation between any two points of the source relay and destination nodes. However in many assumed to be a deterministic function of the distance between of the source, relayanddestinationnodes.However,inma the two. In Sec. V we will consider additional channel models.
cases of practical interest, the design problem at hand is to maximize coverage for a fixed desired transmission rate. This The relay channel model is depicted in Fig. 2 . The channel is the focus of our paper.
consist of three nodes: a source (node 1), a relay (node 2) and
In their seminal work, Kramer et al. [5] [Sec. VII.B] ex-a destination (node 3).
tended the classic treatment of the relay problem by considWe consider a two-dimensional domain for our three-node ering the location of the relay as a design parameter. That network. This means that the source, relay and destination are is, they considered the effect of relocating the relay on the associated with two-dimensional location vectors a1, a2 and achievable rates at the destination. a3, respectively. For simplicity and without loss of generality, In this paper, we substantially extend the discussion of [5] we may assume that a1 = (0, 0), and a2= (d, 0) where d > 0 in the following ways, is the distance between the source and the relay. The relations 1) Rather than consider a single fixed location for the between the channel outputs and inputs are a function of the destination node, we instead explore the region of all distances between the various nodes. We let dklz, complete description, the reader is referred to [4] , [5] , [7] .
With decode-and-forward (DF), the relay decodes the message Pi / / from the source and then cooperates with the source to forward * d12
.P2
it to the destination. With compress-and-forward (CF), the relay compresses its observed signal and transmits it to the Relay destination. The destination then attempts to decode using both The achievable rates with both schemes are provided in [5] . Following their example, we confine our attention to CF when are now given by, the random variables used in the generation of the codebooks are Gaussian.
III. COMPARISON OF CF AND DF d13 d23
In this section, we consider the coverage region when using where, x1 [i] and x2 [i] are the signals transmitted from the the DF and CF approaches, for a fixed, given location of the source and relay, respectively, at time i. These signals are relay XR. For reference, we also consider the no-relay (NR) subject to average power constraints Pi and P2, respectively coverage region, i.e, the coverage region when the relay is not to favor different schemes. That is, for a fixed rate R, some A code for the relay channel of rate R and block-length n, locations would be covered only by CF, others only by DF consists of a pair (C, {fi}t=1). C is a set of2nR codewords of and yet others by both. Surprisingly, however, the following length n. The source encoder constructs its signal by selecting result indicates a monotonic ordering of the coverage regions. a codeword xl C C. At time i, the relay sets X2[i] using fi based on its past observation. That is, X2 
Definition 1: Given locations a2 = (d, 0) and a3 of the Proof The proof is provided in Appendix I. relay and the destination respectively, a rate R is defined to We now interpret the results of Theorem 1. The condition be achievable by a scheme S (equivalently: S supports R) d < dc determines whether the relay is still able to decode the if for any e > 0, there exist (C, {fi}2=) E S such that the information that is transmitted to it by the source. Whenever rate of C is at least R, and the probability of error, under the relay is able to decode, we see that DF is the method of maximum-likelihood decoding is at most e. choice. DF is uniformly superior in transmission to any point, We define the capacity of S at relay location a2 = (d, 0) and in the sense that it provides coverage at any point served by destination location a3 as, CF. However, if the relay is not able to decode the data, then This would appear to contradict the results of Theorem 1, which asserts the superiority of DF whenever the relay can decode. However, with the performance measure of our paper -(coverage), the advantage of CF does not matter. This is 1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
because we are not concerned with the maximum achievable rate, so long as it is greater than R. 
2~3
We consider two fading models, We have examined the relay coding problem from the point 2) Rayleigh fading. kl [i] is defined as in the phase fading of view of maximizing coverage for a fixed rate, rather than case. hkl are Rayleigh distributed with parameter 1, maximizing rate for given locations of the participating termiindependent, and remain fixed for the duration of the nals. This perspective opens up an array of new possibilities transmission. for research. An important difference from the traditional view In all cases, we assume that the realizations of the random is that with this approach, performance is examined at multiple variables hkl and Z0kl [i] are known to the receivers but not to potential destination locations at once, rather than at one given the transmitters. location.
We begin by considering the phase-fading model. In [10] Our main contributions are first, the formulation of the we show that Theorem 1 carries over directly to this case. problem in Sec. II. In Theorem 1, we have obtained the Furthermore, we show whenever d < dc, RUB (d) = RDF (d). surprising result that for any given placement of the relay,
We now proceed to provide some interesting observation one of the two common strategies (CF and DF) is uniformly
for the Rayleigh fading model. This channel is no longer an optimal, and thus a relay that switches between the two is ergodic channel, and thus we redefine the coverage region in not required. sufficiently low, it cannot service a destination that is beyond with slightly increased d13 equals log(1 + PI) > R which the no-relay region.
contradicts the maximality of x. The rigorous details of the proof are deferred to [10].
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